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Restrictions of semistable bundles on projective varieties

Hubert Flenner

Introduction

Let (X, Ûx(l)) be an n-dimensional normal projective variety over a field k
and let € be a torsion free semistable 0x -module of rank r in the sensé of [11],
§1. In this paper we are concerned with the question if for a gênerai hypersurface
He|0x(d)| the restriction of &lt;£ to H remains semistable. This problem has been
studied in several papers in the last years, see [1, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15].

For example a resuit of Maruyama [10] says that this is always true for
arbitrary d if r&lt;n. Without this rank condition such a restriction theorem
obviously doesn&apos;t hold as the example Qp* shows, since

flp» | F&quot;&quot;1 £SOpn-,(-l)0flin-l.

We remark that in characteristic 0 this is essentially the only example of rank n

on Pn, n&gt;3, see (1.15). But when ilp* is restricted to a quadric in Pn the
restriction can be shown to remain semistable.

More generally Mehta and Ramanathan [12] could prove that for a given €
there always exists a number d0 such that the restriction of &lt;£ to a gênerai
hypersurface of degree d &gt; d0 is semistable. But unfortunately the bound d0 given
there dépends on &lt;£ itself and not only on invariants of € such as the rank or the
Hilbert polynomial.

In this paper we will give a bound for d0 in characteristic 0. Namely we show
that the restriction theorem holds if

&gt;deg (X) max ^-, 1J,

see (1.2). We remark that the inequality is satisfied if d is sufficiently large. The
proof of this resuit is based on a sharpened version of the Grauert-Mûlich-
Spindler-Maruyama theorem, see (1.4).

635



636 HUBERT FLENNER

The paper is organized as follows. In the first part of §1 we state the main
results and show how the restriction theorem can be deduced from the

generalized Grauert-Mùlich-theorem (1.4). In the second part of §1 we show
(1.4) up to a technical proposition, the proof of which is contained in §2. We
remark that throughout this paper we work over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic 0.

I thank the référée for bringing the papers [17]-[19] to my attention. In
particular the réduction of (1.4) to (1.10) is-at least for the case of manifolds-
already contained in Hirschowitz [18]. (1.15) has been obtained by Hoppe [19]
independently.

§1. The restriction theorem

(1.1) Let (X, ©x(l)) t&gt;e a rc-dimensional normal projective variety over the

algebraically closed field fc of characteristic 0. We always assume that €x(l) is

very ample on X For a nonzero torsion free 6X-module € we hâve as usual the
number jm(^): deg(#)/rfc(^), where deg(&lt;£) is essentially the intersection
number of c1(Ûx(l))n~1 with ct($), see [11] for the précise définition and

elementary properties. Moreover by deg (X) we dénote the degree of X if X is

embedded into a projective space via the linear System |CX(1)I or, equivalently,
deg(X) deg«?x(l)).

We recall that € is called semistable if there is no cohérent 6X -submodule

S^O in € satisfying il(SF)&gt; ii(ïg). If &lt;£ is an arbitrary torsion free cohérent

6X-module, then there exists always a canonical filtration

called the HN-filtration, which is characterised by the following two properties:
(a) #,/#,_! t^O is torsion free and semistable.

(b) |X«1/&lt;o)&gt;|X«2/&lt;l)&gt;- • -&gt;f*(tf,/tf,-l),
see [11], (1.13). Since this filtration is canonical it is in particular invariant under

automorphisms of &lt;£ which we shall heavily use in (2.2) to establish the semistabil-

ity of a very spécial sheaf.

We shall also need the notion of relative HN-filtration, see [4], §3 for the case

of a curve: Let /:X-»S be a proper flat map of normal fc-schemes of finite type
with a geometrically connected generic fibre and let €x(l) be a line bundle on X
which is very ample relative to /. For simplicity we assume that S is irreducible
with generic point s0. For any point seSXs dénotes the fibre over s. Suppose that

€ is a torsion free sheaf on X and that 0 €0 c • • • c ^s &lt;g is a filtration such

that #.®0x,o is the HN-filtration of the CXso -module tf.®©^. Then &lt; is called
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the relative HN-filtration of € with respect to /. The following facts are more or
less well known and can be shown with the usual techniques, see [4], §3 and [10],
[9]:

1) There always exists a relative HN-filtration.
2) If &lt;Sm and #&apos; are two relative HN-filtrations, then there exists a neighbour-

hood U of s0 in S such that &lt;£# and &lt;£&apos; coincide over U.

3) If &lt;§. is a relative HN-filtration then for gênerai seS €^0^ is the
(absolute) HN-filtration of €&lt;8&gt;0Xs.

Our main resuit is:

(1.2) THEOREM. Let X be as in (1.1) and let S be a semistable torsion free
Ûx-inodule or rank r and d, c integers, l&lt;c^n-l, such that

&gt;deg (X) max

Then for a gênerai complète intersection T H1C\- • • H Hc, Ht g |©xW)|, the restriction

€ \Y:=€&lt;g&gt;ÛY is semistable on Y.

We remark that the inequality above holds if d is sufficiently large.
For the proof of (1.2) we shall need a generalized version of the theorem of

Grauert-Mùlich-Spindler-Maruyama, which we are going to explain now. We
first introduce some notations.

(1.3) Let (X, 0X(1)) be as in (1.1). We fix a linear subspace Vg H°(X, €x(l)) of
dimension n 4-1 such that the induced morphism

is finite and surjective. We will regard Sd(V) as a subspace of H°(X, €x(d)) and

so |Sd(V)| is a linear subsystem of \0x(d)\.

(1.4) THEOREM. Let € be semistable and torsion free on X, Y
HlD&quot; -nHc, Hj£\SdV\, a gênerai complète intersection and let 0 £o^i£
• • • c ^s %&lt;g&gt;ÛY be the HN-filtration of $&lt;8)ÛY. Then

-cd-l
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In order to dérive (1.2) from (1.4) we must establish two auxiliary lemmata. First
we introduce some more notations.

(1.5) Let (X,0X(1)) and VçH°(X, 0x(l)) be as in (1.3). We define
Hd : =P(Sd(Vv)), where Vv dénotes the k-dual of V. The closed points of Hd can
be naturally identified with the éléments of the linear System |SdV|. Moreover let
Fa,x be the subvariety of ail (x, H)eXxHd such that xeH. Then we hâve the

foliowing diagram:

Fa,x — Hd

The fibres of px are projective spaces of dimension dim(Ha)-1 and the fibre of

qx over HelHld is H considered as a closed subspace of X. In the case X Pn we
shall often write Fd or F instead of Fdx and p resp. q instead of px resp. qx.
Moreover in this case Hd is the space of ail hypersurfaces of degree d in Pn.

For arbitrary X we hâve a natural cartesian diagram

&quot;d,X

PxI 1-

9 being the map of (1.3), and the spaces Hd associated to X and to Pn can be

naturally identified and so we make no différence in our notation.
By ¥cd,x we shall dénote the c-fold fibre product Fdx xx &apos; &apos; * xx Fd,x&gt; and the

projections are denoted by

with the convention as above that we omit the subscript X in the case X Pn.

In the following we shall need the divisor class group of the spaces Fdx. If € is

a module on Fdx, we set

Hère p, :Fd,x-&gt;Hld dénotes the composition of qx with the /&apos;-th projection of Hd.
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(1.6) LEMMA. Suppose € is a reflexive module on Fa,x of rank 1. Then there

exists a reflexive Ox-module 5£ of rank 1 and au...,aceï such that €
(au..., ac).

Proof Since the fibre of px :¥d,x-*X is a fc-fold product of projective spaces
the only invertible sheaves on thèse fibres are the restrictions of the sheaves
^Fax(ai&apos; • • • &gt;

ac)&gt; «!,..., ac g Z. For a generic xeXreg the restriction of # to
pxl{x) is therefore isomorphic to the restriction of 0F-x(al9..., ac) for some

ai,..., ac gZ. Then €&apos; té(—au — ac) is trivial on the generic fibre of px and
hence 5£ : (px)*(^&apos;) is a reflexive rank 1-module on X, and it is easily seen, that
the canonical mapping px(«S?) —&gt; #&apos; is an isomorphism, proving the lemma.

(1.7) LEMMA. Let € be a torsion free cohérent module on fcd^x of rank r. Then

for a gênerai HeHd

where a is an integer.

Proof It suffices to show that the number jm(det (€) | q^iH)) is in dc1. Hence
we may assume rk(€) 1 and also that € is reflexive. By (1.6) £ is isomorphic to
px(«Sf)(fli,..., ac) for some reflexive rank 1-module «SP on X. Hence

ti(£\qxl(H)) vL(&lt;e\Hln--&apos;nHc) iJL(&lt;e)dc, if H (H1,...,flc), see [11]
(1.5). This proves (1.7).

With the help of (1.4) and (1.7) it is now possible to dérive (1.2).

Proof of (1.2). Suppose that €®6Y is not semistable. Let 0 &lt;g0^ * * * £ &lt;£s

Px(#) be the relative HN-filtration of px(&lt;£) on F^x with respect to the projection

fcdx &gt;h% Then for a gênerai H (Hu Hc)eWd the restriction of &lt;£ to the

fibre qxx(H) is the HN-filtration of px(&lt;) | qi&apos;(H) # | Hx H • • • flH,. By (1.6)

dcajrl9 a, gZ, r, rk(^l/^l_1). From (1.4) we obtain

dc+1 deg (X)

But r, + rI+1 &lt; r, and a simple calculation shows that dcajrt - dcal+1/rl+1 ^ 0 implies
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that this différence is at least dc min (1, 4/(r2-1)). Hence we would obtain

contradicting our assumption.

Our next task is to prove (1.4). We hâve to make a few préparations.

(1.8) NOTATION. If € is a torsion free 0x -module we define

/x_(^): min{/x(Q): Q is a nonzero torsion free quotient of &lt;£}.

If 0 tfo£#i£&quot; ••£*, &lt; is the HN-flltration of * then
This can be seen as follows: If Q is a quotient of € with the property /ll_(&lt;£)

fx(O) then Q must be semistable since otherwise Q would hâve a torsion free

quotient Ô with jui(Q)&lt;|u,(Q) contradicting jz_(^) jut(Q). Moreover jm(Q):&lt;

/ut(#,/*,_!) and hence /m(Q)&lt;fi(&lt;1/rf,_1), 1 &lt;i&lt;s. By the reasoning of [4], (2.2),
Hom(€s_b Q) 0 and hence Q is a quotient of €J$S_U and since &lt;£s/$s_! is

semistable this yields

(1.9) LEMMA. Let / : Y, 0Y(1)) -* (X, 0X(D) fce a finite surjective mapping of
normal projective k-schemes of degree e such that &lt;?v(l) /*(©x(l)). Put
€Y: f*($)/Torsion. Then j*_(tfY) e • jx-(#).

Proof. Let €, be the HN-filtration as above and let t[ be the flltration of €Y
given by

Since *,/*,_! is semistable so is (^l/^l_1)Y by [11], (1.17). tfj/tfî-i and

are only différent in codimension &gt;2 and so €&apos;J$l-i is semistable too. Moreover
jx(&lt;;/#;_!) e • iii&apos;êj^x) and hence we can conclude that £[ is the HN-filtration
of €Y. From this the assertion immediately follows.

The key step in the proof of (1.4) is

(1.10) PROPOSITION. Let the notations be as in (1.5). Then for a gênerai
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HeHcd

à

where ST • • • dénotes the relative tangent sheaf.

The proof of this proposition will be given in §2. Modulo this proposition we are
now able to give the proof of (1.4).

Proof of (1.4). Suppose € is as in (1.4) and let 0 &lt;£0^ * • * £ #s Px(&lt;£) be the
relative HN-filtration of p%{$) on ¥cdx with respect to the projection qx. Then just
as in the proof of [9], (4.6), there must be a nonzero homomorphism from 3Vsx/x
to $ùvn(ïgj&apos;él^1, Tgj/Tgj-x) for some 0&lt;i&lt;/&lt;s, since otherwise one of the sheaves

€r /^ 0, s, would be isomorphic to p*(^,) for some subsheaf 3*] of &lt;£ contradicting
the semistability of &lt;£, see also (1.11). Restricting this homomorphism to a gênerai
fibre of qx we get a nonzero homomorphism from ST^x/x \ q&apos;1^) into
&lt;Mo^n{{€ll^êl_^) | q~l{H)J (të1/ï£j_l) | q&quot;1^)). Since the latter sheaf is semistable by
[11], (2.5), see also [12], (6.6), we obtain

Now (1.10) gives us the desired estimate for the différence on the right-hand side,
q.e.d.

In the proof above we hâve used a descent lemma, which was shown in [4].
Since in loc. cit. this lemma is only formulated for vector bundles and since for
applications it is important to hâve it also for arbitrary cohérent sheaves (see e.g.
[3], (3.2) for such a resuit) we take hère the opportunity to prove more generally

(1.11) PROPOSITION. Let X, Y be Q-schemes and /:X-&gt; Y a surjective
smooth mapping of finite présentation with geometrically connected fibres. If € is a
cohérent sheaf on Y and #£/*($) is a cohérent subsheaf such that

HomOx (#, ©&lt;8&gt;/2X/y) 0, ©:

then there exists a unique cohérent subsheaf 3F of € with &amp; f*(JP).
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Proof. The problem is local in Y. Therefore we may assume that S Spec (A)
is affine. With a standard argument the assertion is easily reduced to the case that
A is a Q-algebra of finite type. By the descent theory of SGA 1, Exp. V, it suffices

to show that pî(^) p*W, where pr and p2 dénote the projections XxvX=tX.
Since this condition is invariant under flat base change Y&apos; —» Y we may and we
shall assume from now on that Y is an algebraic C-scheme. Consider the
canonical relative connection

where V(e®g) e(&amp;dg if e is a section of €. The composition

is easily seen to be &lt;Px-linear and hence vanishes by assumption. Therefore the
connection V induces a connection V&apos;:#—» #®!3x|s which is automatically
integrable since V is so.

Now consider the associated analytic situation. It follows from [2], (2.23), that
for each point x e Xan there exists a neighbourhood °U such that §^an \ °U is

isomorphic to (fan |&lt;tt )*(X), X being a cohérent subsheaf of $an in a neighbourhood

of /(x). In particular we obtain (p?n)*(#an) (pSn)*(^an) in a neighbourhood

of the diagonal Xan ç: (XxYX)an. Since / has connected fibres and since both
sheaves are locally induced by subsheaves of € they must be equal everywhere. It
follows, that pî(SF) pS(^), q.e.d.

Applying this proposition to the morphism prFx-—&gt;Pn of (1.5) we obtain:

(1.12) COROLLARY. Let € be a cohérent 0Pn-module and fçp*(^) a

€¥-submodule with a torsion free quotient % p*( &lt;§)/#. ForHeMt let &amp;&lt;H resp. ©H
dénote the restriction of SF resp. © to the fibre q~1(H). If for a gênerai hyperplane

Hom (#„, 3TH(-1)(8)©H) 0

then &amp; p*(&amp;) with a cohérent €x-submodule ^ç &lt;£.

Proof. In this case we hâve 3^Fi/Pn | q-1(H) 11^(1), see e.g. the example

following (2.4).
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(1.13) COROLLARY ([3], Prop. (3.2)). Let * be a torsion free sheaf of Pn
such that h°(€) 0, h°(&lt;£ | H) £ 0 and h°{t | H(-l)) 0 for a gênerai hyperplane
H of Pn. Then there exists a commutative diagram

o —? oH —&gt; oH@aKi) —? nui) —&gt; o

such that

This follows easily by applying (1.12) to a subsheaf of the form &lt;9Fl(0, t) of
p*(€) which exists for some t by assumption.

We end this section with a few remarks concerning (1.3) and (1.4).

(1.14) Remarks
(1) The bound for d given in (1.2) is far from being optimal. E.g. the above

mentioned resuit of Maruyama says that the restriction of € to a hyperplane (i.e.
d 1) is semistable if r&lt;n, whereas our resuit only gives the bound max(r2-
l,4)&lt;4(n-l)/deg(X).

(2) It would be interesting to hâve similar restriction theorems in characteris-
tic p&gt;0, since this would settle the boundedness problem, see [8], Problem 5. It
even seems to be unknown if for a semistable sheaf on P2 of rank 2 the restriction
to a gênerai quadric remains semistable.

(3) (1.4) implies in particular the Grauert-Mùlich-theorems of [11], (1.14) and
(3.1).

If we apply (1.2) to the spécial case d 2, c 1, we get that the restriction of a

semistable sheaf on Prt to a generic quadric remains semistable if r&lt;Vn2 + 3n-3.
In the case r — n we can show:

(1.15) PROPOSITION. Suppose € is a semistable reftexive sheaf on Pn of rank
n &gt; 3 such that the restriction of€toa gênerai hyperplane is not semistable. Then #
is isomorphic to a twist of OPn or Jp«.

Proof. The method of proof of [10], (3.1) shows, that on the gênerai hyperplane

H the sheaf €H:=^\H must hâve HN-filtration C&apos;Ç^Ç^h such that
rfc(^) l or rfc(©) l, ®:=€H/SF. Without loss of generality we may assume

rk(2F)= 1, c1(2F) 0. By (1.13) there must be a commutative diagram

0 &gt; ÛH &gt; OH®nlH(l) &gt; ftîïU) &gt; 0
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Since !2h(1) is stable and /ul(@) being nonzero is at most -l/(n- 1) it follows that
&lt;|f must be an isomorphism. Hence €H 0h©/2h(1). Now Ext{?p (#, Cp» (-/&quot;)) 0 if
i&lt;n and j»0. Using the obvious Ext-sequences and the vanishing of
Extàp (tf, OhO&apos;B^HH^hO&apos;)), i^-1, we obtain that Hom (*, &lt;V) -&gt; Hom (*, (?„)
is bijective and hence hom(&lt;£, OPn) — n +1. Let s0,..., sn be a basis for
Hom (&lt;§, &lt;?Pn) and let € -% 6Pïl be the corresponding map. Since the restriction of
\fr to a gênerai hyperplane establishes €H as a subbundle of ©h+1 the same must
be true for € outside a finite set of points. The cokernel of ^ has rank 1 and must
be torsion free and hence is isomorphic to ^w(l) f°r some idéal $w of a

O-dimensional subscheme W of Pn. The morphism Pp^1-^^w(l) is giveti by
linear polynomials i0,..., ln. If the lx would be linearly dépendent we would hâve

a décomposition # SF®ÛPn contradicting the semistability of €. Hence the lt are
linearly independent and so W= 0 and € must be isomorphic to ilpn(l), q.e.d.

Remark. In the case n 3 (1.15) is due to Schneider [14], see also [3], (3.4),
for another proof. Recently Hoppe [19] has obtained (1.15) independently.

§2. Proof of Proposition (1.10)

Let V be a (n 4- l)-dimensional vector space over the field fc. The group SL(V)
acts on Pn =P(V) and also on the sheaves 0P»(j). Moreover there are canonical

SL(V)-equivariant mappings

n(s)

given by ôO^v • • vt?r®f) L ^iV- • •vtî.v • -vvr®vl • ^ if vt gH°(Cp..(1)) V
and ^ is a section in 6pn(s). By composition we obtain equivariant mappings

For example Ôd :H°(OPn(d))®0p« ~&gt;CPn(d) is up to a constant factor just the

multiplication mapping.

(2.1) PROPOSITION. The only SL(V)-invariant submodules of
H°(6pn(d))&lt;8)0pn are the ker(ôl).

Proof. In a first step we show that the SL(V)-modules SJ(OPn) are irreducible,
i.e. they hâve no SL(V)-invariant submodules other than 0 and S}({îPn). This is
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probably known, but in lack for a référence we give the simple proof: If
®Ç:S](Qpn) is a SL(V)-invariant submodule, then © is necessarily a subbundle,
since SL(V) acts transitively on Pn. We look at the fibre of © in a closed point
xePn. In order to do this we choose a splitting V=W@k, where W is the
1-codimensional subspace of V corresponding to x. Then x has an affine neigh-
bourhood isomorphic to Wv, and so @/mx@ is a SL(W)-invariant subspace of
SJ(^P&quot;/mx/}pn) SJW, and since S&apos;W is known to be an irreducible représentation
of SL(W) we obtain that @/mx© 0 or @/mx© SK^/mx/2Pn). Since SL(V)
acts transitively this implies © 0 or © SJ(i2pn).

Now in the second step in the proof of (2.1) we show that ker (ôl)/ker (ô1&quot;1)^

d1^ For this we consider the following diagram:

0 &gt;

0 &gt;

ker(ôl

î
ker (S1)

* H°(CP

* H°(€P

.W))®&lt;V&quot;

||

.(d))®0l.&quot;

i-
H°(Ûpn(d-i))®€pn(i)

It follows that ker (ôl)/ker (8l~l) is isomorphic to ker (ô). The canonical inclusion
flPn(l)c V®c Cpn induces an inclusion

and it is not difficult to see that Im (a) ker (ô), proving our second step.
In the third step we prove the proposition by induction on d. Suppose that

©^0 is an arbitrary SL(V)-invariant submodule of H°(€pn(d))&lt;8&gt;6Pn. Then
© ©/© H ker (S) is a SL(V)-invariant submodule of H°(Opn(d - 1))&lt;8&gt;&lt;V(1) and

by induction hypothesis © is isomorphic to ker (8l)^H°(6Pn(d-l))&lt;8)CPn(l) for
some L Since ker(Ô) Sd(npn)(d) is irreducible else ©Hker(5) ker(ô) or
© Hker (8) 0. In the first case

© ker (ôl+1) c H°(€pn(d))® &lt;V

and we are done.
In the case © n ker (Ô) 0 we may replace © by © H ker (ô2). Then © ©

S^^HpnXd), and we shall show that this is impossible. Indeed, that Sd~\Opn)(d)
is a submodule of H°(Ûpn(d))®Ûpn would mean dually that Sd~1(^P-)(-^) is a

quotient of a trivial bundle and hence generated by global sections. But it is well
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known and follows from the exact séquence

0 -* Sd~2( Vv)&lt;8&gt;&lt;V(-2) -* Sd-1(V^fcp-C-l) -&gt; Sd-l(STPn)(~d) -&gt; 0

that this sheaf has no sections at ail.

(2.2) COROLLARY. Let 9 be the kernel of the mapping Ôd :H°(&lt;VW))&lt;8&gt;

Opn -*0Pn(d). Thcn y is semistable on Pn.

Ptoo/. Let 0 ^o£- • ¦£*, be the HN-filtration of SF. Since this is a

canonical filtration it must be invariant under the action of SL(V). This means
that, if 9 is not semistable, there would be an SL(V)-invariant subsheaf %&lt;^9&gt;

such that jul(©)&gt;|ul(^). By (2.1) © is one of the modules ker(Ôl), l&lt;i&lt;d-l.
But a simple calculation shows that fx(kcr(Sl))&lt;^i(9) which would give a

contradiction.
From now on we take over the notations of (1.1), (1.3), (1.5). Since q~x{H)^

Pn resp. p~1(x)cHd=P(Sd(Vv)) are subspaces of degree d resp. 1, the idéal
sheaf of Fd in the structure sheaf of Pnx0-Qd is isomorphic to pî(CPn(-d))(8)
P*(0Hd(&quot;-!))&gt; the p, being the projections. Hence we obtain two exact séquences
&lt;F: Fd):

(D o -? srF -&gt; P*(srP~)®q*(srHd) -* P*(Q..W))d) - o.

(2) 0 -* yF/p. -&gt; q*{STHd) -* p*«V-(d))(l) -* 0.

(2.3) LEMMA. p*(yF/Pn(-l)) is isomorphic to the kernel 9 of the multiplication

mapping

8d :H°(€^(d))®ÛP- -» Op.(d).

Proof. By the exact séquence (2) p*(^V/p&quot;(~l)) is isomorphic to the kernel of
the mapping

P*q*(^H.(-l))^^ P*(p*0V(d))) Op-(d).

Moreover on Hd one has an exact séquence

and applying p^q* we get an isomorphism between SdV&lt;8&gt;Cpn and
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p*&lt;ï*(#Hd(-!))• That via this isomorphism the mapping a can be identified with
the multiplication mapping follows easily from the fact that a is SL(V)-invariant.

(2.4) PROPOSITION. Let &amp; be as above. Then there is an exact séquence on

&gt; yFypn(-i) -* 0,

whose restriction to q~x(H), HeHd, is splitting.

Proof. The canonical homomorphism of (^or-modules p*p*(£rF/Pn(-l)—5—&gt;

#V/p&quot;(-l) is surjective as is easily seen by restricting this mapping to
the fibres of p. By the preceeding lemma the first sheaf is isomorphic to p*(^).
Moreover rfc(ker/3) l, and since det(p*(^)) p*(0p«(-d)) and

det(yF/Pn(-l)) p*(Olp«(-d))(+l) the kernel of 0 must be 0F(-1).

Example. Suppose X Pn and F Fl5 i.e. d 1. Then 3F is simply flp«(l) and
JF/Pn | H being the quotient Qpn(ï)&lt;g&gt;0H/0H must be isomorphic to Hh(1).

(2.5) COROLLARY. Let F 6e as aboue. Then there is an exact séquence on

with ^ : CFc(0,..., -1,..., 0), the -1 being ar the jïh pface.

Proo/. Since Fc is the c-fold fibre product of Fd over Pn, the sheaf JFr is

isomorphic to 0 pÎ(^V/p-) if Pj dénotes the j&apos;-th projection from Fc onto F. Hence

the assertion follows immediately from (2.4).

(2.6) LEMMA. LetY H1n---nflc6ca complète intersection of hypersur-

faces of degree d. Then (AP ^v)®OY(s) has no sections if

s&lt;-

Proo/. Since 9 is semistable by (2.2) so is Aq^v, see [11], (2.6), hence in

particular (Aq^v)00 has no sections if s&lt;qn(&amp;) -qd/(N-l), N:=\ d )•

Let &lt;p : OPn -&gt; Opn(d) be the homomorphism dual to the multiplication mapping in
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(2.3). The Cokoszulcomplex of &lt;p gives an exact séquence

&lt;?•:...-&gt; (PA en)((p - Dd) ^&gt; (À e&quot;)(Pd) -X. • • •

such that ker (ap+1) (AP

We also need the Koszulcomplex JC
m (fl9... ,/c), where f] is a homogeneous

équation of degree d for Hp i.e. 3if, : 3Sf,(/î,... ,/c) A1 W~d)c). We consider
the double complex

C11 : H°(^l&lt;S)X^(-pd + s)),

with s&lt;—(p + c)d/(N-l). If we form the cohomology with respect to the first
variable (i.e. j is fixed), we write &apos;Hl(C&apos;), and similarly we write &quot;HJ(C&quot;) for the

cohomology in the other direction.
Since fu ,/c is a regular séquence in fc[X0,..., Xn], the complex C1&apos; is

exact except at zéro, and &quot;H°(Cl &apos;) F(Y, Xx ®€Y{-pd + s)). It easily follows that
H11: Hl(&quot;HJ(C&quot;)) 0 if j 0, i &lt;p or if / &lt;0, and that

Hence if C is the total complex associated to C&quot;, we obtain, that Hl(C&apos;) 0,

i&lt;p + l, and that

hp+1(c) r(y, Â ^v(8)&lt;?y(s)). (D

Now we examine the other spectral séquence

Since i?l&lt;8)X_J(-pd + s) is a direct sum of copies of 6(id + jd-pd + s) we hâve

ClJ=0 if i + ]&lt;p, and

if î + /
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But /\l-x&amp;&quot;®X-,(-jd + s) is a direct sum of copies of A1&quot;1 (^v)(s) and so
JT(C&apos;O vanishes for i + / p + l, since A1&quot;1 &amp;w(s) has no sections because s&lt;

-(p + c)d/(N-l)&lt;-(i-l)d/(iV-l). Therefore we obtain HP+1(C&apos;) O, and to-
gether with (1) this yields the assertion.

(2.7) COROLLARY. LetY H1n--nHcbea generic complète intersection.
Then

Proof. Assume that Q is a quotient of p*(9) on ¥d such that ix(Q \ q~\H))
/x_ : m&gt;-(^®0Y) if H (Hu Hc) € Ha is in gênerai position. Put p : rk(Q).
Then APP*(^V)®(AP O)vv has a nonzero section, and since (Ap Q)w I q~\H)
ÛY(s), s:=p • jtt_/dc, we get that (AP^v)®^v(s) has a section. By (2.6) this is

only possible if

In order to obtain a lower bound for p we make the following considération.
Since jm(^)&lt;0 we also have jul_(^)&lt;0 and hence s p/uL_/dc &lt; -1, and the

inequality (*) yields p&gt;(N-cd-l)/d. Combining this with the inequality (*) we
obtain the desired resuit.

(2.8) Remark. The restriction of 9 to Y H1n---nHc has c canonical
sections given by the équations of HU...,HC. It is natural to ask if 9®€Y
modulo thèse sections is even semistable. If this would be true the estimation of
(2.7) could be improved, namely we would get ^{9®€Y) -dc+1/(N-c-1). In
the same way one could also improve the bounds in (1.2) and (1.4).

We are now able to give the proof of Prop. (1.10):
First case: X Pn. Let H (Hl9..., Hc)eHcd be choosen in gênerai position,

Y : Hx H • • • n Hc. By (2.5) yP/P« | q~1(H) is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies

of (9®OY)IOY. Hence

and the assertion follows from (2.7).

In the gênerai case let H (HU..., Hc)eHcd be gênerai hypersurfaces of X
and Y : Ht H • • • C\HC. We dénote by H&apos;u H&apos;c the corresponding hypersurfaces

of Pn such that H, (p&apos;\H[) &lt;p being as in (1.3). Put Y&apos;: HifV •
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Then Y-%&gt; Yf is a finite morphism of degree deg(X). Moreover &lt;TFçx/xss

ÇÊ^C^V^/jpn) if ^Fâx-^Fd is the canonical morphism, see (1.5). In particular
^VdX/x®^Y — &lt;P*(3rF5/pn®^v) an&lt;3 so our assertion follows from (1.7) and the
spécial case just proven.
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